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1. According to the multi-year programme of work adopted in 2007, the overall theme of the eleventh
session of the United Nations Forum on Forests (UNFF11) in 2015 will be “Forests: progress, challenges
and the way forward for the international arrangement on forests (IAF).”  At this session, the Forum will
review the effectiveness of the IAF and decide on its future.1

2. In preparation for UNFF11 in 2015, the Forum has made a number of decisions during the last
fourteen years.2 Most recently, Member States through Resolution 10/2 of UNFF10 decided to undertake
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Format for Soliciting Views and Proposals on the International Arrangement on Forests (IAF)
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B.2 Please describe the UNFF’s performance and list its key achievements in implementing its principal
functions, as stated in ECOSOC resolutions 2000/35 and 2006/494: Adoption of Non-legally bindinginstrument on all types of forests, and the Multi-Year Programme of Work
B.3 Please provide your view on the future options for the UNFF: As answered in A.1 section, UNFFshould play a role as a platform to interface various international frameworks on forest suchas Collaborative Partnership on Forest (CPF) including ITTO and FAO, and C&I processthrough introducing and sharing information on projects implemented and outcomesproduced to improve access to information and funding for member countries and facilitatenetworking each other as well as to activate their activities. Further UNFF reporting based onNLBI should be streamlined to reduce country burden of reporting by using CFRQ which isdeveloped by collaboration of 6 C&I process and FAO, it is highly recommended.
B.4 Please describe the potential roles for UNFF in implementing the UN post-2015 development agenda
and the SDGs: UNFF should provide the platform for various forest related organizations suchas CPF member organizations and C&I processes, to discuss on the UN post-2015development agenda and the new SDGs. UNFF is expected to form the consolidated opinionsamong them and to input the opinions appropriately to the UN post-2015 agenda and SDGsbased on the discussion. In addition, UNFF should be responsible for their follow-up.
B.5 Please describe the role and impact of Country-Led Initiatives and ad hoc expert groups in the work of
the UNFF: Member countries including Japan organized many activities to contribute to UNFFdiscussions and resolutions, however complex and bureaucratic procedures to register themas UNFF Country-led initiative (CLI) should be improved not to decrease countries'motivation. We recognize that ad hoc expert groups (AHEG) discussed necessary themesrequested for each UNFF resolution and produced fruitful outcomes in each session,meanwhile it is very sorry that the outcomes of AHEGs seem not to be taken into accountproperly during UNFF sessions.
B.6 Please indicate how effective you consider the engagement of major groups in the work of the UNFF
and provide suggestions on their further engagement: No comment.
B.7 Please explain the role and impact of the International Year of Forests and the International Day of
Forests in promoting greater awareness and strengthening political and public commitment for forests: Forthe International Year of Forests (IYF), Japan hosted the kickoff event of IYF with attendanceof Director of UNFF Secretariat in Ishikawa prefecture. We also held various publicitycampaigns through newspapers, TV programs, forums, field events and so on to raiseawareness of people for promoting measures on Forest and Forestry Revitalization in Japanand SFM worldwide, in collaboration with private sector as well as the National Movement on
4 Please see these documents at:

- http://www.un.org/esa/forests/pdf/2000_35_E.pdf
- http://www.un.org/esa/forests/pdf/iaf/2006_49_E.pdf
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Fostering Beautiful Forests. Through the campaigns, we could enhance the people’sawareness to the importance of forest for sustainable management, conservation, and
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C.6 Please describe how the forest instrument and the GOFs can contribute to the post-2015 UN
development agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals: Realizing SFM by implementing theforest instrument is important especially in accomplishing the GOF2 (reinforcement ofeconomic/social/environmental benefits arising from forest). In this regard, the potential ofthe contribution of forest should be inputted to be considered in the discussions leading up topost-2015 development agenda and SDGs.

Section D: The Forum’s Secretariat

D.1 Please indicate if you consider the structure, human and financial resources of the compact Secretariat of
the UNFF adequate to fulfill its mandates:

Adequate
Inadequate
Not sure
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Section F: Financing options and strategies

F.1 Please provide views on financing options and strategies, including the creation of a voluntary Global
Forest Fund, to generate resources from all sources for sustainable management of all types of forests and
trees outside forests: Several mechanisms that contribute to SFM such as ITTO, FCPF, UN-REDDand GEF, are already existed. If a Global Forest Fund was established, contribution to the Fundwould cause reduction of the current ODA budget in forestry. This therefore, leads tofragmentation of the financial resources and duplication of activity so that it is inefficient.ITTO which is facing the problem of the decrease in the voluntary contribution receivedsimultaneously projects and activities to be implemented in the recent years. Beforeconsidering GFF, we need to analyze causes of this ITTO financial problems first and find anew method of administration which could attract new donors including private sector. Tothis end, it is essential  for SFM implementation agency like ITTO to present the impact of itsresult of activities and projects to the donor straightforwardly.It is also important for GEF to continue supporting in forestry sector.
F.2 Please suggest concrete steps that UNFF, CPF members and other organizations should undertake to
develop forest financing options: As stated in F.1, it is very important that CPF memberorganizations which have means of implementation for SFM with financial mechanisms,establish and implement strategies for fund raising. The role that UNFF should play in financefor SFM is described in B.3, C.2 and C.4.

E.2 Please describe how the CPF and its member organizations can further contribute to the work of the
UNFF, and how to ensure availability of necessary resources for its activities in support of the work of the
Forum: In the fi( ⤭㔰⠀昩㈨i⤭㈸〰〹ਵ㔶⸹ㄹ㤸㠠㌷㌮〸〰〹ਵ㔶⸹ㄹ㤸㠠㌰㐮〸〰ㄱਹ㤮㠱〵㤶⁔稊䉔ਯ䘲‹㈠呦ਰ⸱㈠〠〠〮ㄲ‱㘵⸲㌹㤹″㘳⸱ㄹ㤹㔠呭ਜ਼⡯温㤨挩ⴲ⡲⤭㐨攩㠨琩㔨攩ⴲ⠠⤭ㄴ㈰〱ㄠ氲㠰〲㜰⠀眩㈨i⤭㈸〰㈷〨w⤲⠀椩ⴲ㠰〲⡯温㤨挩ⴲ⡲⤭㠰〲㜰⠀眮㤶〰㈠朊㈸〰㈨漮㤱㤹㠸 ⴲ⡲⤭㠰〲㜰i⤭㈸㜰⠀眩ly.
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